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' [57.] ABSTRACT 

,An electronic timepiece having a pulse generator for, 
generating a high frequency time standard signal and a 

' ?rst divider for dividing the time standard signal into 
low frequency timing signals. A second chronograph 
divider divides the time standard signal of_ said pulse 
generator starting at a ?rst time and ending at a sec 
ond time independent of the operation of said ?rst di 
vider to produce chronograph timing signals. _A digital 
display means is provided for selectively digitally dis 
playing the present time represented by said ?rst di 
vider ‘timing signals or elapsed time represented by 
‘said second divider chronograph timing signals. ' 

15 Claims, 3 Drawing Figures _ 
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ELECTRONIC TIMEPIECE HAVING A 
CHRONOGRAI’H MECHANISM 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

This invention relates to electronic timepieces having 
digital displays, and in particular, to the provision of 
chronograph mechanisms for such electronic time 
pieces. In the art, much effort has been devoted to the 
development of electronic timepieces incorporating 
digital displays, but these developments have princi 
pally concentrated on the time keeping mechanism it' 

‘ self. While electronic stop watches have been provided, 
such electronic stop watches cannot‘simultaneously 
function as both stop watches and conventional 
watches, and further, have been found to consume too 

5 

[5 
much energy for practical application with the small- ‘ 
sized batteries customarily incorporated in electronic 
watches. Whenever such prior art arrangements are 
utilized as stop watches, normal watch operation ‘is dis 
continued, so that the time must be re-set after each 
such use. Further, the size of the electronic circuits in 
corporated in such devices, as well as the power con 
sumption thereof has made it dif?cult to obtain a small 
sized embodiment‘ suitable for a commercial wrist 
watch. ' 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

Generally speaking, in ‘accordance with the inven 
tion, an electronic timepiece is provided including 
pulse generator means for producing a high frequency 
time standard signal; first divider means for producing 
low frequency time signals from said pulse generator 
means; second divider means for dividing said high fre~ 
quency time standard signal commencing at selected 
time [1 and ending at a selected time t2 independent of 
the operation of said ?rst divider means to produce low 
frequency chronograph timing signals, and digital dis 
play means'for selectively providing a digital represen 
tation of present time in response to saidtiming signals 
of said first divider and elapsed time between times t1 

' and 12 from said chronograph timing signals of said sec 
ond divider means. 
Memory means may be provided intermediate said 

second divider means and said digital display means for 
selectively recording the instantaneous chronograph 
timing signals of said second divider means at a se- ’ 

lected time is, where-t, ; t3 5 12. Logic gate means may 
be provided intermediate said second divider means 
and said memory means for the selective application of 
said chronograph timing signals to saidmemory means 
at time t;,. Selective gate means may be provided inter 
mediate said digital display means and said ?rst divider 
means and said second divider means and memory 
means for selecting which of said timing signals and 
chronograph timing signals are applied to said digital 
display means. _ 

First and second digital display means may be pro 
vided, said ?rst display means being connected to said 
?rst divider for displaying present time, said second dis- 
play means being connected to said second divider or 
said memory means-for displaying elapsed time in re 
sponse to the chronograph timing signals. ‘ 
Accordingly, it is an object of the invention to pro 

vide an electronic timepiece having a digital display 
provided witha chronograph mechanism adapted to 
display elapsed time without stopping the functioning 
of the time keeping mechanism'of said timepiece. 

2 
Still other objects and advantages of the invention 

will in part be obvious and will in part beapparent from 
the speci?cation. ‘ 

The invention accordingly comprises the features of 
construction, combinations of elements, and arrange 
ment of parts which will be exempli?ed in the construc 
tions hereinafter set forth, and the scope of the inven 
‘tion will be indicated in the claims. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

For a fuller understanding of the invention, reference 
is had to the following description taken in connection 
with the accompanying drawings, in which: - 

. FIG. I is a logic block diagram of a ?rst embodiment 
of an electronic timepiece having a chronograph mech 
anism in accordance with the invention; 
FIG. 2 is a portion of a logic block diagram of a sec 

_ ond embodiment of an electronic timepiece having a 
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chronograph mechanism in accordance with the inven 
tion; and ' ‘ _ - 

FIG. 3 is a logic block diagram ofa third embodimen 
of an electronic timepiece having a chronograph mech 
anism' in accordance with the invention. ' 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

Referring to FIG. 1, the basic logic diagram of the 7 
digital electronic timepiece in accordance with the in 
vention is depicted. Certain features of the timepiece 
not directly related to the present invention have been 
omitted to simplify the drawing. Accordingly, a time 
piece would normally be provided with operation 
switches, a source circuit, a calendar mechanism, a 
time-adjusting mechanism, etc., all of which features 
are omitted from the block diagram of FIG. 1.‘ In the 
electronic timepiece in accordance with the invention, 
pulse generator I is provided for generating a relatively 
high frequency time standard signal. This pulse genera 
tor may take the form of an atomic standard, a quartz 
crystal-standard, or a mechanical tuning fork. A quartz 
crystal oscillator having a frequency of from several 
kHz to several MHZ is preferred the time standard 
pulse generator. Said time standard signal is applied to 
a divider circuit2 formed from a binary divider chain 
for producing an intermediate signal of a frequency fl. 
It is desirable that said intermediate frequency be of a 
value of at least several ‘kl-I2, if ‘the lowest order of 
chronograph display is 1/1000 second, as will be more 
particularly explained below. The intermediate signal 
of frequency f1 is applied to a further divider circuit 3 
and a first chronograph divider circuit 10. Dividercir 
cuit 3 is formed from a binary divider chain and divides 
the intermediate signal into a timing signal at the lowest 
level required for display in the. watch in question. 
Thus, if the watch in question is to digitally display sec 
onds, the signal output of divider 3 would be a signal 
having'a period of l-second referred to herein as the 
second signal. If the digital display is to display minutes 
but not seconds, the lowest signal would have a period 
of I-minute, and would be referred to as a minute sig 
nal. In the embodiment of FIG. 1, the digital display de 
vice displays time down to the second so that the out 
put of divider circuit 3 is a-second signal. Said second 
signal is applied to a series of dividers 4-9 which di 
vides the second signal into the other timing signals re 
quired for time indication. Speci?cally, divider circuit 
4 is a ‘1/10 divider circuit for producing an output signal 
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having a IO-second period for application to divider 
circuit 5. Divider circuit 5v is a 1/6 divider circuit for 
producing an output signal having a period of l-minute 
for application to divider circuit 6. Divider circuits 6-9 
are respectively l/lO, 1/6, l/lO and H10 divider cir 
cuits for producing output signals having respective pe 
riods of 10-minutes, l-hour, l0-hours and IUD-hours. 
If the digital time display employs a 24-hour display, 
divider circuit 9 would be a l/3 divider for indicating - 
O, l and 3. > 
When the embodiment of FIG. 1 is to be utilized as 

a conventional electronic watch, selection switch WC 
is connected to the W contact so that a positive voltage 
is applied to one input of each of the AND gates 20 to 
open said AND gates. When said AND gates are open, 
the contents (information) in divider circuits 4-9 is 
passed through the respective AND gates to' one input 
of the respective OR gates, which passes said informa 
tion to the respective decoder circuits 23-28. Each‘ of 
said decoder circuits is connected to one digit 29-34 of 
the digital-display device. In the embodiment depicted 
in FIG. 1, each of said digits consists of a seven bar dis 
play, the corresponding decoder circuit being adapted 
to produce the appropriate driving signals required to 
energize the bars of each digit required to digitally dis 
play the value of the respective instantaneous timing 

- signals from divider circuits 4-9. Thus, if divider circuit 
4 has counted 6 second signals, this information‘ is 
transmitted through the associated AND gate 20 and 
OR gate 22 to decoder 23 which excites all of the seg 
ments of digit 29 of the digital display except the upper 
right segment as shown in FIG. 1. Similarly, digit 30 is 
excited by the l-O-second signal- from divider circuit 5, 
digit 31 is controlled by the l-hour signal from divider 
circuit 6, digit 32 is controlled by the 10-minute signal 
fromdivider circuit 7, digit 33 is controlled by the 1 
hour signal from divider circuit 8 and digit 34 is con 
trolled by the lO-hour signal from divider circuit‘). 
The chronograph mechanism of the watch according 

to the invention includes the divider chain 10-16 to 
which the intermediate signal of frcqucncyf, is applied. 
Divider circuit 10 divides said intermediate signal into 
a signal of a period of H100 second identi?ed as a 
l/lOO second signal or into a signal of a period of 
l/1000 second referred to as :1 H1000 second signal, 
depending on the number of digits to be displayed by 
the chronograph mechanism. The actual number of 
digits displayed in a commercial electronic watch in ac 
cordance with ‘the invention depends on the use 
thereof. For general use, a display down to 'l/lO second 
may be sufficient. - 

The operation of divider circuit 10 is stopped when 
?ip-?op circuit 17 connected thereto is in a re-set state, 
as for example, when controlling switch S connected to 

‘ said ?ip-?op is in the ‘_‘stop" position. This control of - 
divider circuit 10 by flip-flop circuit 17 may be 
achieved through OR gate 18. In one embodiment, the 
output of OR gate 18 controls whether or not operating 
voltage is supplied to one or more stages of chrono 
graph divider circuit 10. 
When selector switch WC is positioned with the mov 

ing contact thereofin engagement with ?xed contact C, 
a negative ‘voltage is applied to one input of each AND 
gates 20 to close said AND gates. On the other hand, 
a positive voltage is applied to one input of each of 
AND gate 21 through inverter 19 ‘to open said AND 
gates. Thus, when switch WC is positioned as depicted 
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4 
in FIG. 1, the information of chronograph divider cir 
cuits 11-16 are applied respectively to decoders 23-28 
through AND gates 21 and OR gates ‘22, said informa 
tion being indicated by the digits 29-34 of the digital 
display means.- Since control switch S is in the “stop” 
position so‘ that divider circuit 10 is in a rest state, this ' 
indication has no meaning. VA re-set switch R'is pro 
vided coupled to each of the chronograph divider cir 
cuits 10-16 for applying a re-set signal to each of said ' 
chronograph divider circuits to set each of’ said divider 
circuits at zero. when this is done, digital display means 
29-34 indicates all zero, the preparative state for oper 
ation of the chronograph. If control switch S is then op 
erated to place said switch in the>“start” position, ?ip- ' 
flop circuit 17 isset and divider circuit 10 starts divid 
ing the intermediate signal of a frequency f1 applied 
thereto. If the frequency dividing ratio of divider circuit 
10 is large, the measuring error becomes extremely 

‘ small, so that it is almost 1/f1 seconds. The l/lOO sec 
ond signal or the l/lOOO second signal obtainednfrom 
chronograph divider circuit 10 is transmitted to the 
next chronograph divider circuit 11. If the outputsignal 
of chronograph divider circuit 10 is a l/ 100 second sig 
nal, then chronograph divider circuits 111-16 are re 
spectively U10, U10, U10, 1/6,. l/lO and l/6 divider 
circuits and provide indication of 1/l00_second,'1/l0 
second, l-second, IO-seconds, l-minute and 10 
minutes, respectively. 'If it is desired to provide chrono 
graph indications from I./ 100 second to‘ l-hour, addi 
tional divider circuits and digital display ‘means may be 
.provided.,Thus, it is possible to provide a timepiece 
having more digits of digital display then'are needed for 
operation of a normal watch,.all of said digits being op 
erated only when the chronograph mechanism is used. 

When selector switch WC is engaged_with the C 
contact, the instantaneous information in dividercir 
cuits ll-16 is displayed. When control switch S is 
pushed again, ?ip-?op circuit 17 is re-set and the oper 
ation of chronograph divider circuit 10, and therefore 
of chronograph divider circuits 11-16 is stopped. The 
information stored in the chronograph divider circuits, 
at the instant that switch S is placed in the “stop” posi 
tion would then be displayed on the digital display 
means. Thus, if the time at which control switch S was 
?rst pushed to start chronograph divider circuit 10 is :1 
and the time at which control switch S was again 
pushed to stop chronograph divider circuit 10 was :2, 
the elapsed time difference r2 -,r1 is_displayed on‘ the 
digital display means 29-34. 

Since'divider circuits 3-9 are continuously operating 
irrespective of the setting of selector switch WC/the 
correctpresent time can be displayed-on the digital ‘dis 
play means. by merely placing selector switch WC in 
the W position. The embodiment of FIG. 1 is provided 
with two series’ of divider circuits, namely, divider cir 
cuits 2-9 and divider circuits 2' and 10-16. However, in 
‘theembodiment of FIG. 1, the chronograph mecha 
nism can only be stopped once in each series of'read 
ings so that more than one lap time cannot be measured 
by the timepiece of FIG. 1. e " 

Referring now to FIG. 2, the electronic watch de 
picted overcomes the latter difficulty. Like elements in . 
the circuit of FIG. 2 are assigned the same reference 
numerals as were assigned in the circuit of FIG. 2, The 
electronic watch of FIG. 2 is provided with two control 
switches S, and S2. Control switch 8, corresponds to 
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control switch S of FIG. 1 and controls flip-?op 17 to 
start and stop chronograph divider 10. An AND gate 
36 is provided associated with each of chronograph di 
vider circuits 1 1-16, one input to said AND gates being 
the chronograph timing signal from the corresponding 
chronograph divider circuits. At the moment that con 
trol switch S2 is operated, a sharp pulse is transmitted 
by pulse shaping circuit 35 to the other input of each 
of AND gate 36 to momentarily open said AND gates. 
Said pulse shaping circuit may be formed of a monosta 
ble multivibrator. At the instant that AND gate 36 is 
open, the information of each in chronograph divider 
circuits 11-16 is applied to respective memory circuits 
37-42. Said memory circuits comprised, by way of ex 
ample, of set-reset flip-flop circuits of the type de 
scribed in Circuit Design of Digital Computers, by Jo 
seph K. Hawkins, p. 276 (1968), FIG. 6.4, may take 

6 
out departing‘ from the spirit and scope of the inven 
tion, it is intended that all matter contained in the 
above description or shown in the accompanying draw 
ings shall be interpreted as illustrative and not in a lim 
iting sense. 

It is also to be understood that the. following claims 
are intended to cover all of the generic and specific fea 
tures of the invention herein described, and all state 
ments of the scope of the invention which, as a matter 
of language, might be said to fall therebetween. 
What is claimed is: 
1. An electronic timepiece comprising pulse genera 

tor means for generating a relatively high frequency 
time standard signal; time keeping divider means for 
producing time keeping timing signals in response to 

- said time standard signal; chronograph divider means 

many forms. In the embodiment of FIG. 2, said memory ' 
circuits are provided with a re-se't switch R2 and the 
storage of information in the memory circuits would be 
accomplished after resetting by means of said-switch S2. 
Storage in said memory circuits may also be achieved 
by breaking the old memory and immediately applying 
the new information‘thereto. The information stored in 
memory circuits 37-42 is applied to respective decod 
ers 43-48 to drive the corresponding digits 49-54 of a 
chronograph digital display means separate and apart 
from the normal time keeping display means 29-34. 
Since chronograph divider circuits 10-16 continue to 

operate until control switch S, is again operated, inter 
mediate levels of elapsed time may be indicated by 
opeation of control switch S2 without interferring with 
the continued accumulation of elapsed time in chrono 
graph divider circuits 10-16. This permits the measur 
ing of an individual lap time. Where separate normal 
time displays 29-34 are provided, logic gates 20, 21 
and 22 may be dispensed, with along with selector 
switch WC and inverter 19. The outputs of divider cir 
cuits 4-9 would be applied directly to decoders 23-28 
to provide a time indication. This arrangement requires 
a great amount of space and power, and is extremely 
expensive. Thus,.the output of memory‘circuits 37-42 
of FIG. 2 may be supplied to AND gate 21 in place of 
the'output of chronograph divider circuits 11-16 as 
shown in FIG. 1 so that a chronograph adapted to mea 
sure lap times may be formed with only a single series 
of digital display means 29-34. Further, control switch 
S of FIG. 1, and control switch S2 of FIG. 2 may be con 
nected with a photoelectric switch or the like disposed 
outside the watch, so that elapsed time can be ma 
esured electronically and automatically. 
The electronic timepiece according to the invention 

can be utilized as a stop watch without interferring with 
the normal time keeping operation of the watch and is 
particularly adapted for application to electronic time- . 
pieces utilizing digital displays. If the divider circuits, 
memory circuits, logic gates and decoders are formed 
from ‘complementary MOS (metal oxide semiconduc 
tor transistor)v integrated circuits, a timepiece operated 
by small amounts of energy can be readily‘ obtained. 
Further, if liquid crystal displays or light emitting ele 
ments are utilized as the digital display elements, a full 
electronic timepiece can be readily constructed. 

It will thus be seen that the objects set forth above, 
_ among those made' apparent from the preceding de-' 
scription, are efficiently attained and, since certain 
changes may be made in the above constructions with 
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for producing low frequency chronograph timingsig 
nals in response to . said time standard signal, said 
chronograph divider means including a plurality of ser 
ies-connected divider stages, a group of which pro 
duces said chronograph timing signals; means for selec 
tively starting a first stage of said chronograph divider 
means producing a signal of a frequency greater than 
that of said chronograph timing signals at a time t, and 
stopping said chronograph divider means first stage at 
a time t,,, independent of the operation of said time 
keeping divider means, resetting means coupled to said 
chronograph divider means for selectively and simulta 
neously resetting all of said chronograph divider means 
stages to a zero state; digital display means; and con 
trolled gate means for the selective connection of one 
of said time keeping divider means and said group of 
chronograph divider means stages to said digital display 
means for the selective digital display of present time 
or elapsed time (t2 - t,) in response to said time keep 
ing timing signals or said chronograph timing signals 
respectively. ' 

> 2. An electronic timepiece as recited in claim 1, in 
cluding memory means disposed intermediate said 
chronograph divider means and digital display means 
adapted for selective momentary connection to said 
chronograph divider means for'detecting and storing 
the instantaneous state of said chronograph timing sig 
nals at a selected time t3, where t1 t3 t2, without 
interrupting said chronograph divider means; said con 
trolled gate means permitting the selective connection 
of said digital display means to one of said time keeping 
divider means and said memory means to provide a dig 
ital representation of present time or elapsed time up 
to said selected time‘ ([3 - [1) in response to said time 
keeping timing signals or the instantaneous chrono 
graph timing signals stored in said memory means. 

3. An electronic timepiece as recited in claim 2, 
wherein saidcontrolled gate means further-selectively 
permits the display of elapsed time (t2 - II) on said digi 
tal display means in response to said chronograph tim 

_ ing signals from said chronograph divider means. 
4. An electronic timepiece as recited in claim‘ 1, 

wherein said pulse generator means includes a quartz _ 
crystal'oscillator; said time keeping divider means, 
chronograph divider means, controlled gate means, 
and means ‘for selectively starting and stopping said 
chronograph divider means being formed from ~MOS 
integrated circuits. . 

5. An electronic timepiece as recited in claim 4, 
wherein said display means is formed from'liquid crys 
tal display means. 
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6. An electronic timepiece as recited in claim 4, 

wherein said display means is formed from light emit 
ting element's. v ‘ . 

7. An electronic timepiece as recited in claim 1, in 
cluding a ?rst divider circuit means for producing an 
intermediate signal of intermediate frequency from 
said time standard signal; said time keeping divider 
means including second divider circuit means including 
1/10, l/6, l/lO, 1/6, and H10 binary divider stages for 
producing said time keeping timing signals from said 
intermediate frequency signal; said chronograph di 
vider means including third divider circuit means for 
producing a further intermediate signal of a frequency 
less than said ?rst-mentioned intermediate signal from 
said ?rst-mentioned intermediate signal and a fourth 
divider circuit'means including H10, H10, l/lO, l/6, 
H10 and H6 divider stages for producing said chrono 
graph timing signals in response to said further interme 

3.,795,099 » 
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tion of said memory means, respectively, in response to 
said time keeping time signals or said instantaneous 
chronograph timing signals, respectively. 
12.'An electronic timepiece as recited in' claim’ 12, 

wherein said chronograph divider means includes a 
plurality of series-connected divider stages, said con~ 
trol gate means selectively connecting the group of said 
divider stages of said chronograph divider means/pro» 
ducing said chronograph timing signals to said digital 
display means, said starting and stopping‘means being 

' coupled'to‘the ?rst ‘stage of said chronograph divider 

diate signal; said'means for‘ stopping and starting said‘ ‘ 
chronograph divider means being operatively con 
nected to said third divider circuit means for the stop 
ping and .starting‘of said chronograph divider’ means. 

20 

8. 'An electronic timepiece as recited'in claim 1, in 
cluding decoder means positioned intermediate said 
controlled gate means and said digital display means 
for converting said time keeping timing signals and said 
chronograph timing signals into av form suitable for 
driving said digital display means. 

9‘. An electronic timepiece as recited in claim 1, 
wherein the signal produced by said chronograph di 
vider means first stage has a period of H100 second 0 
less. ' 

10. An electronic timepiece as recited in claim 1, 
wherein the signal produced by said chronograph di‘ 
vider means ?rst stage has a period of l/lOOO second 
or less. . 

11. An electronic timepiece comprising pulse genera 
tor means for producing a high frequency time stan 
dard signal; time keeping divider ‘means for producing 
low frequency time keeping timing‘ signals in response 
to said time standard signal; chronograph divider 
means for producing low frequency chronograph tim 
ing’ signals in response to said time standard signal; 
means for selectively stopping and starting said chrono 

25 

35 

40 

graph divider means without affecting the operation of 45 
said timekeeping divider means; memory means cou 
pled tolsaid chronograph divider means; switch means 
for selective momentary actuation of said memory ' 
means to detect and store the instantaneous chrono 
graph timing signals at the moment of selective actua 
tion without interrupting ‘said chronograph divider 
means; digital display means; and controlled gate 
means for the selective coupling of said digital display 
means to one of said time keeping divider means and 
said memory means for the selective digital display of 
present time or elapsed time up to said time. of actua 
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means, said ?rst stage producing a signal of a frequency 
greater than that of said chronograph timing signals. 

13. An electronic timepiece asrrecited in claim 11,v J 
including’ resetting meanscoupled to said chronograph ' 
divider means for selectively resetting said chrono~ 
graph divider means to a zero state. 

14. An electronic timepiececoimprising pulse genera- ; 
tor" means for generating a high frequencyftime stan 
dard signal; time keeping divider means for producing 
low frequency time keeping timing signals in response 
to said time standard signal; chronographrdividerf 
means for producing'low frequency chronograph tim 
ing signals in response to said time standard signal, said 
chronograph divider means including a plurality of ser 
ies-connected divider stages; means for selectively 
starting and stopping a ?rst stage of said chronograph 
divider means producing a signal of a frequency greater 
than‘that of said chronograph timing signals inclepen7v 
dent of 'said time keeping divider means, resetting 
means coupled to said chronograph divider means for a 
selectively and simultaneously resetting all of ‘ said’ 
chronograph divider means stages to a zero state; first 
digital dispaly means; means coupling said first digital 
display means to said time keeping divider means for 
the digital display of time in response to said time keep: 
ing timing signals; second digital display means; and 
means coupling said second digital display means to 
said chronograph divider means for the digital display 
of elapsed time between the starting'and stopping of 
said chronograph divider means in response to said 
chronograph timingsignals. ‘ v ‘ 

15. An electronic timepiece as recited in claim 15, 
wherein said means coupling said chronograph divider 
means and said second digital display means includes 
memory means adapted to selectively instantaneously 
detect andstore the instantaneous chronograph timing. 
signals from said chronograph divider means at the in 
stant of actuation thereof without interrupting said 
chronograph divider means; and means for ‘selectively 
actuating said memory means, said second digital dis- . 
play means displaying elapsed time between the start of 
said chronograph divider means and said instant of ac 
tuation in response to said stored instantaneous chron-t 

from said memory means. ograph timing signals 
* >k * * ' * 
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and that said Letters Patent are hereby corrected as shown below: 

Column 8, line 4, the claim reference numeral "12" should 

read --ll--. 

Column' 8, line 43, the claim reference numeral "15" should 

read --ll+--. 

Signed and sealed this 3rd day of June 1975. 
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C . MARSHALL DANN 
RUTH C. MASON Commissioner of Patents 
Attesting Officer and Trademarks 


